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Florence Dining Table Ø120
Knut Bendik Humlevik & Josefine Hedemann

The Florence Table series expands, quite literally. Now available in a 
Ø120/Ø145 cm  version, it has even more room to focus on the contents 
of living. With the addition of wood veneer and marble table top options 
- as well as glass, Florence’s sleek frame still provides that same visual 
lightness and beautiful simplicity of the original.

About the designers 
Knut Bendik Humlevik & Josefine Hedemann

After years of experience as a product designer, Knut Bendik Humlevik 
became New Works creative director in 2014. Leading the story of 
New Works in collaboration with a number of internationally renowned 
designers, Knut also contributes his own pieces to the collection. His 
Scandinavian heritage is combined with an internationally inspired 
passion for honest materials, in a quest to create artistic and highly 
functional objects.

Inspired by interesting silhouettes and shapes, Josefine Hedemann 
experiments with unpolished, beautiful materials and colours to create 
products. Working alongside styling and installation projects, Josefine 
uses these same principles to create works with strong narratives, 
poetic and elegant stories that invite the user into her universe.
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White Carrera Marble w. White Frame
Grey Ruivina Marble w. Black Frame
Black Marquina Marble w. Black Frame
Gris du Marais Marble w. Black Frame
Natural Oiled Oak w. Black Frame
Black Stained Ash w. Black Frame
Smoked Oak w. Black Frame
Walnut w. Black Frame

Item No Variation
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Product Name

Designer 

Year
 
Category

Type

Material

Product Dimensions

Packaging Dimensions

Delivery time

County of origin

Florence Dining Table Ø120

Knut Bendik Humlevik & Josefine Hedemann

2016
 
Furniture

Dining Table

Metallic powder coated steel and Marble or Wood

Table Top: Ø: 1200 x 10/20 mm
Frame: H 720 x W 550 x D 550 mm

H: 1300 x W: 1300 x 50/110 mm (Table Top)
H: 830 x W: 600 x D: 600 mm (Frame)

Marble: 1 - 2 weeks, Wood: 4 - 6 weeks

Europe

Specifications
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Cleaning & Care Guide

The table tops in our collection are treated with a sealer which makes the table top more stain resistant than untreated marble. Becaue marble is a natural 
material, marble is sensitive to liquids - in perticular acidic substances like lemon juice, wine or coffee. If the liquid is not removed immediately, spilled liquids 
will leave a permanent stain on the table top. However, it is strongly recommend always to use a trivet and not to place glasses or cups with liquids directly 
onto the marble table top.

For daily care and cleaning it is recommended to use a cleaning agent specifically developed for stone or marble. It is also highly recommended to do a 
re-sealing of the table top approximately every second month using an appropriate sealer developed specifically for stone or marble.
Please contact your local hardware store to find the right cleaning agent or/and sealer.

Wipe the Table Frame with a soft dry or moist cloth. Do not use any abrasive cleaning tools, and never use strong cleaning agents such as household glas 
cleaner, white spirit or turpentine.

Safety Precautions

A damaged edge or scratched surface can in exceptional cases cause the glass to crack suddenly. However rarely into sharp fragments and only into small 
pieces. Avoid collisions from the side – this is where the glass is most vulnerable. 
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Variation

White Carrera Marble w. White Frame Grey Ruivina Marble w. Black Frame Black Marquina Marble w. Black Frame

Smoked Oak w. Black Frame

Natural Oiled Oak w. Black Frame Black Stained Ash w. Black FrameGris du Marais Marble w. Black Frame

Walnut w. Black Frame


